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Greetings and I hope this message finds you in good spirits!

We're thrilled to introduce the "Friends of the Human Anatomy Project" initiative, a unique
opportunity for you to amplify the impact of your tax-deductible contribution.

Get ready to embark on the "Double Your Donation Value Matching Equity Program," where
your generosity is met with incredible value. Imagine receiving a heartfelt thank-you gift from us:
GeminiDT, a dedicated supporter, has magnanimously donated $1 million in equity shares to the
Human Anatomy Project.

By contributing to our cause, you're not only supporting early cancer detection research through
the cutting-edge technology of GeminiDT, but you're also being rewarded with equity shares in
this groundbreaking venture. Say goodbye to the limitations of being an accredited investor –
this is your golden ticket to equity without boundaries.

Here's how it all works:

When you make a tax-deductible donation to the Human Anatomy Project, a 501(c)3 research
nonprofit committed to early cancer detection, you're not just making a financial contribution –
you're securing your place in shaping the future of medical studies. Visit our donation portal at
Donation Link and be assured that 100% of your contribution is tax-deductible.

And the excitement doesn't stop there! In gratitude for your support, we're delighted to grant you
a matching value in equity stock options of GeminiDT. Picture this: for every dollar you donate,
you'll receive an equivalent value in equity shares of GeminiDT at $0.10 per share. For instance,
a $500 donation earns you both a tax deduction and $500 in equity shares.

Value as a new owner

Your commitment doesn't just end with your donation – you become an esteemed owner of
GeminiDT. With this newfound ownership, you gain the power to shape our growth and vision.

https://thehumananatomyproject.givingfuel.com/the-human-anatomy-project
https://www.geminidt.com/


You're rewarded for introducing others to the brilliance of GeminiDT. When someone you refer
invests, you're entitled to the same amount of equity shares they invest, allowing you to multiply
your impact.

To illustrate, if a friend or family member invests $1000 in GeminiDT, we match their investment
in equity shares, which is then gifted to you. This bonus is a delightful addition to our Double
Donation Program, ensuring your involvement continues to have a lasting ripple effect.

Your support drives the research doctors forward in their quest for advancements. We
encourage you to take part by making a minimum donation of $500 – your contribution matters
more than you know.

Are you ready to join this journey of discovery and transformation? If so, proceed to the
donation link above or Click Here to make your mark and unlock a future of possibilities. Your
support propels us toward medical breakthroughs that impact lives.

Thank you for considering this unique opportunity to create change and embrace equity in its
truest form. We eagerly await your response and look forward to welcoming you into the Friends
of the Human Anatomy Project.

Warm regards,

Steve Tsuruda - Interim Executive Director
info@the-hap.org
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